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Abstract 

The operation span task is a well-validated measure of the executive component of 

working memory. Previous scoring systems of this task focus predominantly on the span 

part of the task, while the distractor – math task – serves as an exclusion criterion for test 

assessment only. Here, we propose a new Math-Item-Sequence (MIS) system to score 

performance on the Ospan based on both the span and math part. This new system 

provides three main improvements: 1) it eliminates the need to introduce arbitrary 

exclusion thresholds based on performance on the distractor task; 2) it takes into account 

remembered letters, and their relative position in the sequence separately; 3) it considers 

performance on the math task in the scoring of the Ospan task as a downweighing factor. 

In 6 independent samples we show that MIS score correlates highly with previously 

recommended scoring methods, suggesting that it measures the same underlying 

concepts. We also show that internal consistency of MIS is very good and comparable to 

or higher than the previous methods. We argue that MIS could be used in all samples, 

but might be of particular interest for small samples, where exclusions of participants are 

especially costly.  
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1. Introduction 

Working memory (WM) can be measured with a variety of tasks that are usually divided 

into simple span and complex span tasks (Unsworth & Engle, 2007). An example of the 

simple span task is a digit span task, which requires individuals to remember and 

reproduce a sequence of numbers. On the other hand, the operation span (Ospan) task 

– an example of a complex span task – uses simple mathematical equations as distractors 

between each of the letters of the sequence that is to be remembered (Turner & Engle, 

1989; Unsworth, Heitz, Schrock, & Engle, 2005). Individuals must correctly solve the 

distractor task while keeping in mind the presented sequence of letters. The letters must 

then be recalled in the correct order.  

Both simple and complex span tasks measure working memory and predict abilities such 

as language comprehension or fluid intelligence equally well (Colom, Rebollo, Abad, & 

Shih, 2006; Conway, Cowan, Bunting, Therriault, & Minkoff, 2002; Daneman & Merikle, 

1996; Draheim, Harrison, Embretson, & Engle, 2018; Randall W. Engle, Kane, & Tuholski, 

1999; R. W. Engle, Tuholski, Laughlin, & Conway, 1999; Kane et al., 2004; Shipstead, 

Harrison, & Engle, 2016; Turner & Engle, 1989; Unsworth & Engle, 2007; Unsworth, 

Heitz, & Engle, 2005). Nevertheless, complex span tasks are a preferred way to test WM, 

as they increase variability in results from all sequence lengths (Unsworth & Engle, 2007). 

This is predominantly due to the design of simple span tasks, which use sequences of 

increasing length and typically terminate after a sequence of a particular length is 

remembered incorrectly (Unsworth & Engle, 2007). In contrast, a modern and automated 

version of the Ospan task (Unsworth, Heitz, Schrock, et al., 2005) does not use a specific 

order of trials and does not terminate after an incorrectly remembered sequence. It 
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therefore provides a measure of variability in all sequence lengths. Additionally, the 

Ospan task is one of the most popular complex span tasks due to its high reliability and 

validity (Conway et al., 2002; Draheim et al., 2018; Turner & Engle, 1989). Currently, 

there are two scoring systems of the Ospan task (and other complex span tasks): 1) an 

absolute system (ABS), where scores are assigned only when the entire sequence in 

each trial is remembered correctly; and 2) a partial credit scoring system, e.g. partial credit 

unit system (PCU), where partial scores can be assigned for correct recognition of parts 

of the entire sequence (Conway et al., 2005; Unsworth & Engle, 2007). PCU is generally 

preferred over the all-or-nothing ABS, because PCU increases variability in results from 

longer sequences, while ABS predominantly measures variability in short sequences, 

similarly to simple span tasks (Unsworth & Engle, 2007).  

We have identified some aspects of the PCU systems where improvements can be made 

(Conway et al., 2005). Firstly, PCU requires an arbitrary threshold for participants’ 

exclusions based on the distractor tasks (e.g., exclude participants whose overall 

distractor task performance was below 85%). Secondly, PCU does not differentiate 

between the items remembered and the order in which the items appear in the sequence 

– we propose that those two aspects should be treated independently. Thirdly, 

performance on the distractor task is only taken into account as a criterion for exclusion. 

In contrast, we propose that performance on the distractor task should be considered 

when calculating overall task performance, since participants with similar scores on the 

span part and different performance on the distractor task ought to have different scores. 

In this way, the performance in the mathematical task should correct the overall Ospan 

performance downward and ‘punish’ the participants for not paying enough attention to 
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the distractor task. We created a new scoring system, which tackles those three 

improvement areas and takes into account three different contributions – performance on 

the distractor task (math, M), correctness of a remembered item (I) and correct placement 

of the item in the sequence (S). We further compared this MIS system with a previous 

PCU system in 6 independent samples. We claim that MIS is an improved way to analyse 

data from the Ospan task, especially in experiments with small sample sizes testing 

special populations, where exclusions are very costly. Further, we claim that MIS 

measures similar constructs to PCU, namely the executive component of working 

memory (Shipstead et al., 2016; Unsworth & Engle, 2007). 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Samples 

We used 6 independent samples to test a new scoring system for the Ospan task and 

compare it with PCU. Samples were acquired from (Kane et al., 2016; Westbrook, Raban, 

Walter, & Douglas, 2018) with following sizes: 136, 128, 127, 68, 82, and 35 (Table 1).  

2.2. Math-Item-Sequence (MIS) system 

The proposed scoring system of the Ospan task consists of three parts: 1) math part (M) 

– performance on the distractor task, 2) item part (I) – correct identification of a 

remembered letter, and 3) sequence part (S) – longest correct sequence of letters. The 

MIS score differentiates between items and sequence parts, because, as we propose, 

remembering the letter and its place in the sequence reflects two different cognitive 

processes, namely the short-term memory and relative object placement. According to 

Conway’s recommendations (2005), the MIS system is designed as a unit scoring (as 
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opposed to load scoring) – individual items have the same contributions to full scores 

independent of sequence lengths. The following mathematical formula describes the MIS 

system for the ith trial for the jth participant: 

𝑀𝐼𝑆𝑖𝑗 =
𝑀𝑐𝑜𝑟 − 1

𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡 − 1
×
1

2
(
𝐼𝑐𝑜𝑟
𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡

+
𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟
𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑡

) 

Scores for each individual Ospan trial are summed into a total MIS score, 𝑀𝐼𝑆𝑗 =

∑ 𝑀𝐼𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑖 . The first part of the score describes performance on the distractor math task. 

Here, a ratio of correct responses (𝑀𝑐𝑜𝑟) to total math tasks (𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡) for each trial is 

calculated. However, the first math task in each trial is never taken into account in the 

MIS score, because it has no influence on the overall task performance, as it is presented 

before any letters are shown. For that reason, the total number of math tasks in each trial 

is always decreased by one, and the number of correct responses is decreased by one 

even if the answer to the first math task of a given trial was correct. The second part of 

the score consists of the sum of item and sequence scoring (
𝐼𝑐𝑜𝑟

𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡
 and 

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟

𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑡
, respectively) 

and reflects the span task. Here, similar to the math score, a ratio of correct responses to 

total numbers in the sequence is calculated and summed. This sum is further multiplied 

by ½ (average of item and sequence scoring) to equalize its weight with respect to the 

math score. Additionally, through the multiplication of math score by item and sequence 

scores, performance on the math task downweighs performance on the span task. This 

ensures that participants who focussed only on the span task, but not on the math task, 

achieve lower scores. 
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Further, MIS scoring creates the possibility to calculate and analyse math, item and 

sequence scores separately (MISmath, MISitem, MISsequence). 

2.3. Data analysis 

Data analysis was performed in R v.3.4.3 (RCoreTeam, 2015) within RStudio 

(RStudioTeam, 2016). We calculated partial credit unit (PCU) scores according to 

(Conway et al., 2005), where for each trial the number of correct letters in correct places 

is summed up and divided by the length of the sequence. For PCU scores we excluded 

individuals whose performance on the math task was below 85%. We also calculated 

PCUall scores without this exclusion threshold for further correlation analysis with MIS, 

where no such threshold needs to be introduced. We calculated the MIS scores according 

to the previously presented equation. Further, we estimated internal consistency of the 

MIS method and all subscores using Cronbach’s alpha, which describes whether different 

trials measure the same variable (Cronbach, 1951). In case of the Ospan task, different 

trials are trials with different sequence lengths, and the measured variable is the executive 

aspect of working memory (Klein & Fiss, 1999). We therefore divided the task into five 

types of trials including sequences with 3 to 7 elements. Each type comprised three trials 

(Unsworth, Heitz, Schrock, et al., 2005). For each participant we sorted trials according 

to their length and entered them into a matrix, where each row corresponded to one 

participant, and each column corresponded to one trial. We used Cronbach function 

within psych package (Revelle, 2018) to calculate Cronbach’s alpha. 

As a next step, we investigated whether MIS reflects between-subject variability and 

between-subject differences similarly to PCU (with 85% exclusion threshold based on 

math performance). To test this, we used Spearman’s correlation. The hypothesis behind 
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this analysis was that previous scores reflect WM capacity well, and that the MIS system 

should highly correlate with these scores. Correlations between PCU and PCUall were of 

similar magnitude to MIS and PCU, and since correlations between PCU and PCUall were 

high, we decided to only use PCUall for further analysis. We investigated how MISmath, 

MISitem and MISsequence correlate with PCUall. Here, we hypothesised that MISitem and 

MISsequence will correlate better with PCUall than MISmath, because MISmath is not taken into 

consideration within PCUall. 

Lastly, in an exploratory fashion we tested relationships within MIS by correlating all MIS 

subscores with MIS and with each other. This was done to see how MIS subscores 

contribute to MIS and how they are related to each other. 

3. Results 

For descriptive statistics on Ospan scores in all samples see Table 1. 
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Table 1 Descriptive statistics of the Ospan task scores 

 

Sample 1 

(n = 136) 

Sample 2 

(n=128) 

Sample 3 

(n=127) 

Sample 4 

(n=68) 

Sample 5 

(n=82) 

Sample 6 

(n=35) 

Median Range Median Range Median Range Median Range Median Range Median Range 

MIS 10.55 
0.26-

14.83 
10.33 

2.04-

14.11 
10.68 2.64-14.53 11.17 

3.72-

13.93 
10.52 

1.55-

14.22 
12.14 

4.07-

14.83 

MISitem 12.71 
0.57 – 

15.00 
12.46 

3.64 – 

14.86 
12.73 3.39 – 15.00 13.3 

5.8 – 

15.00 
12.86 

2.76 – 

15.00 
13.60 

7.09 – 

15.00 

MISsequence 10.65 
0.00 – 

15.00 
10.52 

1.33 – 

14.86 
10.65 1.10 – 14.86 11.19 

3.02 – 

15.00 
10.74 

0.90 - 

1500 
12.12 

1.60 – 

15.00 

MISmath 13.85 
9.95 – 

15.00 
13.83 

7.90 – 

15.00 
13.80 

10.87 – 

15.00 
13.73 

11.45 – 

15.00 
13.86 

11.10 – 

15.00 
14.30 

11.82 – 

15.00 

PCU 11.04 
0.00 – 

15.00 
10.79 

2.03 – 

14.86 
10.85 2.80 – 14.86 11.65 

3.10 – 

15.00 
10.73 

1.01 – 

15.00 
12.32 

2.81 – 

15.00 

MIS – math-item-sequence, PCU – partial credit unit 
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3.1. MIS internal consistency 

In all samples, value of Cronbach’s alpha for MIS was above 0.8 (Table 2), indicating 

good internal consistency. This means that each trial of the Ospan task measured by MIS 

reflects the same concept. Values of internal consistency for MIS subscores were 

similarly high, with the exception of MISmath (Table 2). 
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Table 2 Internal consistency in tested samples 

 

Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4 Sample 5 Sample 6 

 CI  CI  CI  CI  CI  CI 

MIS 0.87 0.83-0.90 0.83 0.78-0.87 0.86 0.83-0.90 0.85 0.79-0.90 0.87 0.83-0.91 0.88 0.82-0.94 

MISitem 0.89 0.87-0.92 0.86 0.83 - 0.9 0.88 0.85-0.91 0.87 0.82-0.91 0.9 0.87-0.93 0.88 0.82-0.94 

MISsequence 0.85 0.82-0.89 0.81 0.76-0.86 0.86 0.83-0.9 0.85 0.8-0.9 0.86 0.82-0.9 0.88 0.82-0.94 

MISmath 0.59 0.49-0.69 0.61 0.51-0.71 0.53 0.41-0.65 0.33 0.1-0.56 0.51 0.36-0.67 0.44 0.18-0.69 

CI – confidence intervals; MIS – math-item-sequence
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3.2. Relationship between MIS and PCU 

We first investigated correlations between MIS, PCU, and PCUall. Correlations of these 

measures for all samples were above 0.900 (Table 3), indicating that MIS, PCUall and 

PCU are similar. 

Further, as hypothesised, for all samples we found high correlations between MISitem and 

PCUall, MISsequence and PCUall, and lower but still highly significant correlations between 

MISmath and PCUall (Table 3, Figure 1). 
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Figure 1 Relationship between PCUall and MIS (a), MISitem (b), MISsequence (c) and MISmath (d) scores, 

respectively. Red datapoints represent participants who would be excluded under PCU’s exclusion criterion 

– below 85% performance on the distractor task. Blue lines indicate best fit, and shaded areas indicates 

95% confidence intervals. 

3.3. Within MIS correlations 

As expected, we found significant correlations between MIS and MISmath, MIS and MISitem, 

and MIS and MISsequence (Table 3). Lower correlations of MISmath and MIS indicate lower 

contribution of this subscore to the full score, compared to the MISitem and MISsequence 

scores. Further, our analyses show significant correlations between all MIS subscores 

(Table 3). 
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Table 3 Correlation of Ospan scores for all samples  

  

Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4 Sample 5 Sample 6 

 
p-

value 
 

p-

value 
 

p-

value 
 

p-

value 
 

p-

value 
 

p-

value 

MIS * 

PCU 
0.955 <0.001 0.947 <0.001 0.952 <0.001 0.943 <0.001 0.95 <0.001 0.959 <0.001 

MIS * 

PCUall 
0.94 <0.001 0.937 <0.001 0.941 <0.001 0.948 <0.001 0.942 <0.001 0.962 <0.001 

MISitem * 

PCUall 
0.943 <0.001 0.942 <0.001 0.955 <0.001 0.9 <0.001 0.94 <0.001 0.956 <0.001 

MISsequence 

* PCUall 
0.964 <0.001 0.955 <0.001 0.976 <0.001 0.974 <0.001 0.964 <0.001 0.967 <0.001 

MISmath * 

PCUall 
0.286 <0.001 0.263 0.003 0.271 0.002 0.294 0.015 0.364 <0.001 0.441 0.008 

MIS * 

MISitem 
0.95 <0.001 0.937 <0.001 0.933 <0.001 0.93 <0.001 0.942 <0.001 0.957 <0.001 

MIS * MIS 

sequence 
0.939 <0.001 0.952 <0.001 0.944 <0.001 0.947 <0.001 0.947 <0.001 0.984 <0.001 

MIS * 

MISmath 
0.493 <0.001 0.456 <0.001 0.5 <0.001 0.45 <0.001 0.561 <0.001 0.553 <0.001 

MISitem * 

MISsequence 
0.943 <0.001 0.942 <0.001 0.946 <0.001 0.918 <0.001 0.933 <0.001 0.954 <0.001 

MISmath * 

MISitem 
0.289 <0.001 0.229 0.009 0.243 0.006 0.202 0.098 0.361 <0.001 0.401 0.017 

MISmath * 

MISsequence 
0.241 0.005 0.248 0.005 0.269 0.002 0.23 0.060 0.361 <0.001 0.465 0.005 

N – sample size,  - Spearman’s correlation coefficient 
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4. Discussion 

According to Conway, scoring of the Ospan task is a neglected topic (Conway et al., 

2005). We have therefore come up with a new scoring system that introduces three 

improvements in comparison to previously used scoring systems: 1) it does not require 

an arbitrary exclusion threshold on the distractor task, 2) it differentiates between two 

independent aspects of the span task – memory of the identity of a letter, and memory of 

its place in the sequence, and 3) it takes into account performance on the distractor task 

for scoring of the span task. In 6 independent samples we show that internal consistency 

of MIS is good, and that MIS highly correlates with previous scoring systems, thus 

preserving between-subject variability in task performance. In addition, we show that the 

individual subscales of MIS have good internal consistency and correlate with previous 

scoring systems.  

Cronbach’s alpha, a measure of internal consistency was above 0.80 for each sample 

tested in our study, indicating that all MIS items measure the same concept. In 

comparison, internal consistency for previous methods were similar or lower, e.g. 0.81 for 

PCU (Conway et al., 2005), or 0.78 for ABS (Unsworth, Heitz, Schrock, et al., 2005). 

Further, value of Cronbach’s alpha for item and sequence subscales was above 0.80, 

also indicating good internal consistency. In the case of math subscale, where internal 

consistency varied in values (0.33-0.61), Cronbach’s alpha was calculated using a ratio 

of correct mathematical responses for each trial. Since the mathematical tasks are 

randomly assigned to trials and participants, Cronbach’s alpha compared results of 

participants who solved different mathematical equations. Even though these equations 
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are designed to have similar difficulty, small differences in this respect might result in 

smaller and variable internal consistency of the MISmath measure. 

We further tested correlations between MIS and PCU scores calculated in the same 

samples. High correlations were expected, as we compared scoring systems reflecting 

similar underlying constructs and relying on the same data. In all tested samples 

correlations were highly significant and correlation coefficients were above 0.93, 

indicating that MIS and PCU indeed measure similar concepts, and that MIS preserves 

rank order of subjects of PCU. This is important, as PCU is generally the recommended 

method to score the Ospan task, and is validated as a working memory measure (Conway 

et al., 2005). 

As hypothesised, correlations between the span parts of MIS (MISitem and MISsequence), 

and PCU were high and indicated similarities between the two systems. This was 

expected, as PCU only takes into account the span part of the Ospan task. We observed 

a lower correlation between PCU and MISmath – which is due to the fact that PCU does 

not consider performance on the distractor task. This analysis shows that individuals with 

low math performance can have high scores on PCU. Here, low MIS score can be 

interpreted in two ways: first, some participants performed well on the span task just 

because they did not focus on the distractor task, which facilitated the span task. Second, 

participants focused on the distractor task, but could not perform the simple calculations 

well for various reasons (math skills, time pressure etc.), yet were still able to perform well 

on the span part. This, however, is unlikely, since the calculations in the Ospan task are 

very simple. In the first case, one might argue for exclusion of those individuals, as is 

done in PCU, because the task does not measure memory performance with an ongoing 
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distractor task. However, in MIS, lower math score will influence span part, resulting in 

lower overall MIS scores. Admittedly, in the second case one should not downgrade 

performance on the span part of the task, however, we believe that this is still a better 

solution than exclusion of participants. Since it is impossible to tell which of those two 

possible mechanisms took place, we argue that excluding participants with low math 

performance would not be a good practice and could lead to unnecessary decreases in 

sample sizes. This might be especially problematic in studies on clinical populations, 

where participants are difficult to recruit. This concern is alleviated by including MISmath in 

MIS which constitutes a correction tool to ‘punish’ participants who performed poorly on 

the distractor task. One suggestion for future studies using Ospan tasks is to include a 

baseline test of mathematical abilities. This would allow researchers to compare Ospan 

mathematical tasks performance with participants’ baseline abilities. One could then 

apply the downweighing of Ospan scores by math scores only if participants’ Ospan math 

performance is lower than their baseline math performance.  

To investigate how individual MIS subscores differentially contribute to the overall MIS 

score, we performed correlations between those measures. We found high correlations 

(above 0.93) between MISitem, MISsequence, and MIS, and a lower correlation (0.26) 

between MISmath and MIS. This suggests that there is a high contribution of MISitem and 

MISsequence to MIS, meaning that MIS reflects mainly span components measured by 

remembering the item and its place in the sequence. On the other hand, scores on the 

distractor task do not correlate as well with MIS, indicating that participants who 

performed poorly on the distractor task could perform well on the span part, and vice 

versa. Including MISmath is an important aspect of MIS, because participants who 
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performed equally well on the span task, but differently on the distractor task will obtain a 

different score. This allows differentiating between participants who performed a simple 

span task (while ignoring the distractor task) and those who performed the intended 

complex task.   

Overall, MIS is an Ospan task scoring method with a number of advantages over PCU. 

Firstly, there is no need for exclusion of participants based on performance, which is 

especially important in clinical studies, where sample sizes are small and participants’ 

exclusions can be very costly. Such exclusions might also lead to biased samples or limit 

the generalisability of potential findings, so they should be avoided, which is what MIS 

aims at. Secondly, MIS differentiates between remembering an item and remembering its 

place in the sequence. We suggest that these pieces of information can be remembered 

independently, and therefore should be taken into account separately, even if they highly 

correlate with each other. Lastly, including math score in MIS ensures that participants 

who did not focus on the distractor task and performed only the span part will have lower 

overall scores for the complex task.  
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